The stress state of the elastic semi-strip is investigated in the paper. The lateral sides of the semi-strip are fixed and the semi-strip's short edge is under the mechanical load. The longitudinal crack is located inside the semi-strip. The problem is reduced to the one-dimensional problem with the help of Fourier sin-, costransformation, which was applied directly to the Lame's equilibrium equations and the boundary conditions. The one-dimensional problem is formulated is a vector form. Its solution is constructed with the help of the matrix differential calculation and the Green matrix-function, which was constructed in the bilinear form. The solution of the problem is reduced to the solving of three singular integral equations. The first equation in this system contains two fixed singularities in its kernel. To consider them the corresponding transcendental equation is constructed, and its roots are found. The special generalized method is applied to solve the system of singular integral equations. The stress intensity factors are calculated.
Introduction
The plane elasticity problems are important as model examples for more complicated problems. The investigation of the stress state of the elastic semi-strip with a longitudinal crack can be used for the solving of the discontinuous problems in areas that contain angles and defects.
There are three classed of methods that can be applied for the solving of the plane problems of elasticity for: analytical, numeric and analytically-numeric. The analytical approaches can be used for the solving of a sufficiently narrow class of problems when the numeric approaches can be used for much more elasticity problems, however their successful application for the solving of the problems in areas that contain zones of discontinuity, such as cracks and rigid inclusions, is usually very difficult. So, the development of analytically-numeric approaches is relevant and helpful.
The plane problems of elasticity for a strip and a semi-strip were solved in the following works. The first basic odd-symmetric boundary value problem in the theory of elasticity in a half-strip with free longitudinal sides was solved in [1] . The solution was represented as series in Papkovich-Fadle eigenfunctions whose coefficients were found in an explicit form by using functions biorthogonal to the Papkovich-Fadle eigenfunctions. A method of analytical decomposition for analysis plane structures of a complex configuration was presented in [2] . For each part of the structure in the form of a rectangle all the components of the stress-strain state were constructed by the superposition method. The block element method was used to study a static boundary value problem for semiinfinite lithospheric plates interacting with a deformable basement along Conrad boundary in [3] . It was assumed that the lithospheric plates have straight line boundaries parallel to each other and are considered in two positions. In the first case, the distance between the ends of the plates did not vanish, whereas in the second case the distance was absent, although the plates do not interact.
The problems for a strips weakened by the cracks were studied in the following works. The solving of the problem for the infinite strip with a semi-infinite crack was reduced to the solving of the singular integral equation by the use of simple layer and double layer potentials in [4] . The method for the elastic strip which is weakened by cracks and holes was proposed in [5] . Non-standard boundary problem for Laplace equation in the infinite strip with a finite crack was reduced in [6] with the help of Fourier transformation to the integral equation and then to the vector Riemann-Hilbert problem.
In the proposed work the plane mixed problem for a semi-strip with a longitudinal crack was solved by the analytically-numeric approach. The integral transformations are applied directly to the Lame's equations and boundary conditions. The matrix differential apparatus and the matrix Green functions were used. The system of singular integral equations was solved with consideration of the fixed singularities in its kernel. 
The statement of the problem

The general solving scheme
The initial problem (1)- (5) is reduced to the one-dimensional problem with the help of Fourier sin-, costransformation applied by the variable y [7] .
The following vectors and matrices are inputted 
The solution of the problem (6) is constructed as the superposition of the general solution of the corresponding homogeneous equation, the partial solution of the inhomogeneous equation and the discontinuous solution of the problem [8] .
The construction of the general solution
The general solution of the homogeneous vector equation is found with the help of the corresponding matrix equation 2 ( ) = 0,0 < < , which solution is found by the formula ( ) = 
The construction of the partial and discontinuous solutions
The following problem is considered
where
The matrix integral transformation with the kernel
is applied to the problem (7) by the generalized scheme [9] . The problem (7) in the transformation domain can be written as ( ) ⃗ = ⃗ . Here
After the inverting of the integral transformation the partial ⃗ 1 ( ) = ∫ ( , ) 0 ⃗ ( ) and the discontinuous
is Green matrix-function which is constructed in the bilinear form.
The solving of the singular integral equations
The expressions for the displacement functions contain three unknown functions ( ), 1 ( ), 2 ( ). For its finding the following system of singular integral equations (SSIE) is derived 
The stress intensity factors
The stress intensity factors can be found as [12] 
Conclusions
The new approach was used for the solving of the plane mixed elasticity problem for a semi-strip. The partial and discontinuous solutions were constructed with the help of the integral transformation applied by the generalized scheme. The solving of the problem was reduced to the solving of SSIE, where the first equation contains two fixed singularities. The corresponding transcendent equation was constructed and its roots were found. SSIE was solved with the help of the generalized method.
